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Abstract. The last few years have witnessed the coming of age of data-driven
paradigm in various aspects of computing (partly) empowered by advances in
distributed system research (cloud computing, MapReduce, etc). In this paper,
we observe that the benefits can flow the opposite direction: the design and man-
agement of networked systems can be improved by data-driven paradigm. To
this end, we present DDN, a new design framework for network protocols based
on data-driven paradigm. We argue that DDN has the potential to significantly
achieve better performance through harnessing more data than one single flow.
Furthermore, we systematize existing instantiations of DDN by creating a uni-
fied framework for DDN, and use the framework to shed light on the common
challenges and reusable design principles. We believe that by systematizing this
paradigm as a broader community, we can unleash the unharnessed potential of
DDN.

1 Introduction
Ask not what networking can do for data;
Ask what data can do for networking!

Most networked applications require some form of control and adaptation logic
to respond to changing network conditions. Traditionally, such control and adaptation
strategies in application and transport protocols have come to rely on a per-session 1

view and using manually designed strategies. For instance, TCP congestion control re-
lies on many human-picked constants (e.g, init cwnd, AIMD parameters) and is driven
by feedback (e.g., acks, ECN) observed within the current flow. In some sense, this de-
facto design template has been passed down across generations of designers as a form of
conventional wisdom drawn from lessons (e.g., end-to-end principles [50], congestion
collapse [28]) from the early days of the Internet.

While this conventional wisdom has indeed served us well for decades, today we
face a confluence of use case “pulls” that increasingly make such approaches ineffec-
tive:

– First, we see growing expectations of user-perceived Quality of Experience (QoE) [31].
Thus, conventional approaches that worked well for a “best effort” mentality are no
longer good enough!

1 A session could be an application session (e.g., video session, web session), or a transport
session (e.g., TCP session).



– Second, we observe a growing decision space of potential control decisions to opti-
mize application quality. Consequently, trial-and-error strategies driven by single-
session feedback are fundamentally inefficient and slow in exploring the decision
space and reacting to changes. For instance, it takes a video player several chunks
(roughly 10s of seconds) to converge to an optimal combination of CDN and bi-
trate [7].

– Third, we see an increasing heterogeneity in operating conditions, each requiring
different control logic and parameters. For instance, TCP parameters such as ini-
tial congestion window and AIMD parameters could be tweaked to work better in
different operating conditions [57, 20].

Tackling these challenges requires us to radically rethink the design of the con-
trol plane of network protocols. In this context, we observe an opportunity for a new
paradigm, which we refer to as Data-Driven Networking or DDN, inspired in part by
the successes in other aspects of computing driven by the ability to collect and extract
insights from large corpus of data [16, 25]. DDN transforms the design of the “control
plane” of network protocols by the availability of massive data from millions of end-
points and devices. This is orthogonal to recent efforts to optimize the “data planes”,
such as ICN [29]. More specifically, a DDN-based control loop is driven by real-time
multi-session (not single-session) view of in-situ quality [23] measurement (not active
measurements or indirect metrics), and automatically tuned actuation algorithms based
on data-driven insights with little to no manual tuning. For instance, to apply the concept
of DDN to optimize quality for video streaming, one can think of a controller that takes
as input the quality measurements of millions concurrent and history video clients, and
use such data to automatically learn the best configuration such as server/CDN/cache,
bitrate, and network path for each client.

In parallel to the use-case pulls described above, we also observe that DDN fortu-
itously has key technology “pushes” that are suitably aligned. Specifically, many ap-
plication providers today have widely deployed client-side instrumentation to collect
real-time performance data [23], and “big data” processing capabilities are finally a
reality [6].

We are already seeing point evidence of this paradigm shift starting to reach the
shores of many networked applications. This includes work in optimizing Internet video
streaming (e.g., [32, 24]), Internet telephony (e.g., [30]), cloud service availability (e.g., [39]),
data center scheduling (e.g., [56]), congestion control (e.g., [51, 18, 57]), and network
management (e.g., [15]), as well as industrial initiatives (e.g., [2, 8]).

To fully unleash the potential of DDN, however, we identify key challenges span-
ning a wide spectrum: (1) algorithms and machine learning (e.g., tackling high dimen-
sionality, data sparsity, and exploration-exploitation tradeoffs), (2) system design (e.g.,
balancing scalability, responsiveness and staleness), and (3) broader architectural ques-
tions (e.g., stability and interactions with other possibly competing control loops). Un-
fortunately, the aforementioned early DDN efforts suffer fundamental shortcomings
that ultimately undermines the full potential of this paradigm:

– First, each of these efforts offers point solutions tackling a small subset of DDN
challenges (tied to specific workload assumptions) and as such does not focus on



generalizable algorithmic or system-design insights for future DDN-based deploy-
ments. For instance, can these primitives (e.g., quality-determining features learned
by CFA [32] + split control plane from C3 [24] + exploration-exploration strategy
from VIA [30]) be composed and if so how? Are these missing any hidden aspects;
e.g., how to ensure control stability or handle flash crowds?

– Second, they present techniques under application-specific assumptions and it is
unclear if, why, and by how much they could benefit other applications. For in-
stance, CFA assumes that video quality-determining features are persistent, while
VIA assumes that VoIP quality distribution between the same source and destina-
tion ASes depends only on relay servers, and it is not obvious if these are necessary
or sufficient, or how much the benefit would be if we relax these assumptions.

Rather than develop yet-another point solution to a narrow application, this paper
takes a first-principles approach to help democratize the potential benefits of the DDN
paradigm to a broader spectrum of use cases. To that end, this paper makes two contri-
butions:
1. Formalizing DDN (§2). We define key features that distance DDN from alternatives,
provide illustrative examples of when DDN benefits, and generalize the design space as
well as the use cases of DDN.
2. Common building blocks (§3). We sketch a common platform for socializing the
benefits of DDN by developing key building blocks. We articulate four high-level tech-
nical challenges, which are still open: how to extrapolate potential benefits of DDN,
infer optimal decisions with sparse data, implement real-time feedback loops at scale,
and stabilize DDN control behaviors. We also see an opportunity of adapting abstrac-
tions and techniques from machine learning and control theory, and we offer promising
prescriptive roadmap to address the challenges.

2 Formalizing DDN
In this section, we give a conceptual overview of DDN, contrasting it to traditional
approaches. We present early evidence from prior work on the case for DDN. We end
this section by identifying key factors that can impact the potential benefits of DDN.

2.1 What is DDN?
DDN is a new paradigm for designing the control plane of network protocols. It consists
of two components: (a) the client-side instrumentation integrates with the client-side
application2 to measure client-perceived quality and apply decisions made by DDN;
and (b) the DDN controller runs two loosely coupled steps:

1. Aggregate quality measurement from client-side instrumentation into a multi-session
view – a representation for summarizing the performance of similar sessions.

2. Make control decisions based on the multi-session views, and send them to client-
side instrumentation.

To understand the contrast between DDN and traditional control planes, it is useful
to revisit the two logical steps in the workflow of any control plane (Figure 1): sensing,

2 We use “client” to denote where a session is actually run.
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Fig. 1: DDN control plane is fundamentally different to non-DDN ones on both sens-

ing and actuation.

which gives the feedback data to control plane, and actuation, which turns the feedback
data to control decisions. DDN radically departs from non-DDN designs on both fronts
with three definitive features. (Table 1 provides some examples to contrast between
DDN and non-DDN designs.)

– Multi-session view: Sensing of DDN is based on multiple sessions, rather than
single session. By extending the spatial scope of sensing to many sessions, DDN
can predict the quality of a decision even before a session actually uses it, as long
as the decision has been used by some similar sessions.

– In-situ quality: In DDN, what to be “sensed” is exactly what to be optimized,
i.e., quality perceived by all historical and ongoing sessions; not indirect signals
on quality (e.g., acks [28] or bandwidth [37]), or active probes from a handful of
vantage points (e.g., iPlane [42]). While in-situ quality data may compromise on
the fidelity of individual measurement, they are far more efficient than alternatives
in obtaining a panoramic and representative view of client-perceived quality from
growingly diverse platforms [23]. Relying solely on in-situ quality data also serves
pragmatic purposes as many application providers today already have a vested in-
terest in measuring user-perceived quality for various reasons [1, 40, 36].

– Automatically tuned control logic: To take full advantage of the enriched sensing
data, actuation algorithms of DDN should be dynamically tuned by data-driven in-
sights with little to no manual configuration. Unlike today’s protocols where hand-
picked constants are used as key parameters (e.g., init cwnd and initial video bi-
trate), DDN picks parameters [57] and control logic [54] based on quality feedback
which indicates what suit the current operating condition the best. Meanwhile, the
DDN control logic also needs to handle the downside of having more data (e.g., lack
of fidelity in client-side measurement, and whether the data source is trustworthy)
by harnessing the “unreasonable effectiveness of data” [25].

2.2 Early promise of DDN
Several early applications of DDN from prior work have shown tremendous promise of
this new paradigm. They showcase how DDN can be adapted to various use cases to
exploit their potential benefits (depicted in Figure 2).

CDN/bitrate selection for video: The first example shows how a global view of video
quality can optimize CDN and bitrate selection for individual video sessions. Video
players today have the flexibility of streaming content from one of multiple CDNs



Sensing Actuation

Multi-session In-situ quality Auto-tuned

DDN
TCP AIMD [28] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥

PCC [18] ⇥

OSPF, BwE [37] ⇥ ⇥

iPlane [42] ⇥ NA
RemyCC [57] ⇥ ⇥

Table 1: Difference of DDN to non-DDN strategies.

and bitrates. However, with only information on a single session, the current proto-
cols always start with a default CDN and fixed (and conservative) bitrate, and gradually
converge to a better bitrate and CDN by local trial-and-error strategies. Given both
performance of CDNs and client-side bandwidth have a substantial spatial diversity
and temporal variability [40], there is a remarkable room for improvement by dynami-
cally mapping a session to the optimal CDN and bitrate with no trial-and-errors. Prior
work [24, 32, 54] exploits this opportunity by mapping a video session to the CDN and
bitrate that has the best quality on similar sessions (e.g., those in the same AS and
watching the same video content); and it can reduce the session duration spent on re-
buffering by 50% without lowering bitrates.

Relay selection for Internet telephony: The second example shows how VoIP quality
can be improved by a controller that selects relay servers judiciously. VoIP applications
(e.g., Hangout and Skype) use relay servers for NAT traversal, where the selection of
relay servers has traditionally been agnostic to real-time network conditions. But recent
work has shown a substantial room for improvement on call quality by selecting optimal
relay servers for each call [26]. For instance, recent work [30] shows that one can select
near-optimal relay servers for individual Skype calls by identifying which relay has the
best quality for similar calls (e.g., those between the same source and destination ASes
on the same date); compared to non-relayed paths, this can alleviate 42% of Skype calls
whose quality is impacted by high packet loss rate (> 1.2%).

Online service cluster selection: The last example shows how the quality of online
services (e.g., search engines) can be improved by a centralized control platform, which
selects optimal proxies by consolidating quality data of multiple applications and pro-
files of the infrastructure. Recent work [39] takes the stance of a company who has
the visibility and controllability over multiple applications as well as key infrastructure
building blocks. By measuring end-to-end quality from clients and dynamically mod-
eling the workload of network paths and servers, it can select proxies that reduce mean
latency by 60% and carry 2⇥ more traffic, compared with a baseline that finds proxies
by Anycast.

2.3 When is DDN beneficial?
A natural question that these case studies raise is the following: When is DDN bene-
ficial? That is, what properties of an application allow it to benefit significantly from
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Fig. 2: Examples of DDN from prior work.

DDN. Drawing from this prior work, we highlight key features that impact the potential
reward of using DDN.

– Heterogeneity of decision space: DDN has great room for improvement, when (1)
the quality of each decision has substantial spatial diversity or temporal variability
(e.g., same Skype relay cluster has significantly different performance depending
on where the caller and callee are and when the call happens [30]); (2) the decision
space is fine-grained (e.g., server selection has more room for improvement on
video quality than CDN selection [24]); and (3) each decision needs to be probed
separately (e.g., each server is reached by different WAN path [39]).

– Usefulness of feedback data: How useful the feedback data is in driving DDN
control logic depends on whether there are enough sessions for DDN to reliably
estimate the quality of candidate decisions.This happens when we have enough
data to gain statistical significance and/or measurement noise is low. For instance,
network latency naturally is more stable than packet loss rate, so less sessions are
needed to find the server with low latency than needed to find the server with low
loss rate.

– Tail vs. median performance: One of the key takeaways from prior work is that
DDN has greater benefits on the tail than on the median, possibly because most ap-
plications have been heavily optimized for the “common” clients. For instance,
the median buffering ratio (fraction of time spent on buffering per session) of
most video providers is zero, while at least 10% sessions suffer from high (> 1%)
buffering ratio. It is worth noting that the sessions on the tail are not widely scat-
tered; rather they often represent some groups of users (e.g., from the same small
ASes [32]), which makes tail improvement more relevant and critical.

Example of new use case: Now, we apply these features to a new use case where DDN
is expected to have a great advantage. Crowdsourced live streaming [9, 5] faces not only
the challenges of traditional live streaming, but low delay for interactivity and the need
to multicast from any user at any time. It makes a perfect case for DDN, because it has
(1) a heterogeneous decision space: performance of different caches and codec servers
varies significant across viewers and sources and over time [14]; and (2) useful feedback
data: a streaming event typically has over hundreds of viewers, which can be used to
explore various decisions.



Challenges Opportunities

What-if analysis Doubly robust estimator [19]

High dimensionality
vs. data sparsity Contextual multi-armed bandit [41]

Scale, responsiveness
vs. data freshness

Regressograms and localized
control logic [49]

Control stability Benevolent feedback delay [12]

Table 2: Summary of key challenges and opportunities

3 Key challenges and opportunities
In this section, we articulate four high-level challenges that are key to unleashing the
full potential of DDN. For a provider, the fundamental questions are: (1) how much
will I actually benefit from DDN; (2) are there existing algorithms; (3) how to build the
system at scale; and (4) how will it interact with other parts of the Internet. For each
challenge, we identify opportunities to address them using techniques from machine
learning and control theory (Table 2). However, we also observe that it is not a straight-
forward application of existing techniques from these communities and it requires care
to adapt them to handle network- and domain-specific issues (e.g., load effects) as well
as to exploit domain-specific opportunities to enable simple-yet-effective designs.

In the interest of clarity, we focus on a specific DDN design point (as in [32, 24, 30]):
single-provider, logically centralized, with control logic updated in real time. However,
these challenges and opportunities manifest themselves in other forms of DDN as well
(§4.1).

3.1 “What-if” analysis

Problem statement: The first question for any application provider (e.g., Netflix) is
that before implementing DDN, “can I quantify how much DDN would actually im-
prove my application’s quality (e.g., video quality)?”

Limitations of strawmen: Simulation is known to be unrealistic for evaluating wide-
area network performance [22]. Small-scale emulation (e.g., Emulab [3]) is more real-
istic, but lacks the scale needed to reveal the real benefits of DDN. Finally, A/B tests
may be used but require that each DDN strategy be evaluated on substantial amount of
real clients, which application providers are often reluctant to do [36].

Now, the fact that application providers today have already collected massive amount
of quality measurements opens an opportunity for data-driven evaluation, also known
as off-policy evaluation [44]: given the quality of many sessions whose decisions were
driven by some control logic, can we evaluate the quality of a different control logic?
This is, however, not straightforward and simple solutions may have either bias (due to
hidden factors) or high variance (when data is too sparse) or both. Suppose the dataset
was collected by assigning wireless users to Akamai and cable users to Limelight, any
method will falsely claim Akamai has worse quality than Limelight, if the last-mile
connection is hidden.
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best of two methods.

These are not merely theoretical concerns; Figure 3 shows how these manifest in
real-world datasets for some seemingly natural solutions. We use a dataset of video
quality in four ASes. For each AS, we randomly split it into two subsets, and show
the difference between the actual quality of one subset and the extrapolation made by
two standard off-policy evaluation methods based on the other subset. On one hand, the
direct method (e.g., [35]) has low variance, but is vulnerable to bias of hidden features.
The inverse propensity score (IPS) (e.g., used in [32, 38]), on the other hand, focuses
on the sessions for which DDN makes the same decision as in the dataset, so we know
their actual quality, but IPS has high variance when such overlapping is rare. As shown
in Figure 3, we see that both direct method and IPS suffer from high evaluation error,
due to high bias or variance. Furthermore, it is not easy to check when and where these
will fail (e.g., existence of hidden features cannot be easily verified).
Opportunity: Doubly robust estimator. A promising alternative is the recently pro-
posed doubly robust (DR) estimator [19, 13], which combines the best of the direct and
IPS methods described above. It is unbiased and has low variance, when either we know
all confounding factors (i.e., suitable for direct method) or DDN makes overlapping de-
cisions with the dataset on many sessions (i.e., suitable for IPS). More importantly, we
do not need to explicitly know when and which assumption holds, and thus it naturally
achieves the best of two methods (e.g., as shown in Figure 3).

While the DR estimator is a promising starting point for reliable data-driven eval-
uation, there are network-specific factors it does not consider. For instance, the DR
estimator will not identify quality degradation due to server overload, if such overload
never happens in the dataset. This can be handled by simple techniques (e.g., a load-
dependent discount).

3.2 High dimensionality vs. data sparsity

Problem statement: In many use cases of DDN, we see high-dimensional relation-
ships between session features and quality. The problem with such high dimensional
structures is a classic curse of dimensionality. On one hand, as we combine many fea-
tures, we will intrinsically have a limited number of sessions to infer the best decisions.
On the other hand, as quality measurement could be different across similar sessions



US sessions
Sept 2012 [11]

% cities with 10 or
less sessions/minute

% sessions in
these cities

Netflix 382M 99% 76.6%
Hulu 694M 98% 65.2%

YouTube 16B 83% 11.8%
YouTube (Illinois) 973M 90% 22.6%

Table 3: Data sparsity manifest in even large application providers. A large fraction

(highlighted) of sessions has 10 or less neighboring sessions in the same city every

minute.

due to intrinsic noise [43], we will need as many sessions as possible to achieve enough
statistical confidence. For instance, video quality is impacted by combinational effect;
e.g., bad quality happens for a specific ISP-city-CDN combination [32]. Suppose there
are 100 ISPs, 1000 cities, then probing 10 CDNs, each with only one session, requires
one million sessions, which is more than what ESPN has per hour (418M/month [4]).

Table 3 shows how such data sparsity manifests in three large video providers, under
even a simple model. We assume their sessions are evenly spread over time and from
all US cities in proportion to the population of each city [10]. We see that most cities
have even less than 10 sessions per minute, and the sessions from these cities amount
to a significant fraction (highlighted column), which suggests that failing to handle this
issue would render DDN ineffective for a large portion of users.

Limitations of strawmen: Prior work has attempted to bridge the gap between high
dimensionality and data sparsity, but it is unclear whether these solutions or application-
specific insights can be generalized. One approach (e.g., [32]) identifies enough similar
sessions to predict the quality of one single decision by focusing on critical features,
but this does not always provide enough sessions to explore a large decision space
where each decision needs to be predicted with enough sessions. Another approach
(e.g., [30]) seeks to reduce the decision space, which may not be generalizable to where
data sparsity results from skewed session distributions and high dimensional models
(e.g., video streaming).
Opportunity: Contextual multi-armed bandits. We see an opportunity of casting
DDN control logic as a contextual multi-armed bandits (CMAB) problem in machine
learning [41]. CMAB techniques face a very similar setting to DDN; it needs to balance
exploration and exploitation under sparse data and potentially complex reward function,
which in our case, is the hidden function that determines application quality of a pair of
session and decision (or “context”).

However, CMAB techniques are no panacea, especially in a networking context.
They often make too strict assumptions about the reward function; e.g., similar con-
texts always yield similar rewards [53], but in network applications, two sessions, who
match on all feature except one, can still have very different network performance. They
also assume that the reward function is fixed, but in network applications, sending too
many sessions to the same resource can cause overload and congestion, thus altering
the reward function.



We conjecture that CMAB techniques can be adapted with insights from prior work
of DDN and standard networking techniques. For instance, instead of using generic
similarity metrics, DDN can define similarity between video sessions by whether they
match on critical features [32].

3.3 Scale, responsiveness and freshness

Problem statement: DDN raises challenges on the algorithmic front, as well as the
architectural front. Even with a desirable CMAB algorithm, we still need an architecture
for DDN controller that is scalable (i.e., scale to tens of millions of concurrent sessions
per second [11]), responsive (i.e., respond to every client request within at most tens of
milliseconds [24]), and able to make decisions based on fresh data. The required data
freshness depends on how long a client can tolerate a suboptimal decision before DDN
reacts, which, depending on application, is typically on the scale of seconds (e.g., live
video has a buffer of 5-10 seconds).

Limitations of strawmen: From a pragmatic view, since application providers often
store client provided data in widely distributed front-end clusters [45], a pure central-
ized controller (e.g., [16]) that gathers data to a central cluster is not favorable for DDN
in most cases. A split control architecture (e.g., [24]) is the most promising strawman. It
essentially trades data freshness for scalability and responsiveness, assuming that only
single-session view has to be fresh while the multi-session view can tolerate several
minutes of staleness. It is a reasonable tradeoff under stable workload where best de-
cisions do not change so often, but during sudden events such as flash crowd, it will
(temporarily) fall back to traditional local adaptation, at exactly the time when multi-
session view is needed the most to spot the optimal decisions and maintain desirable
quality and stability. Finally, recent work on distributed analytics studies a closely re-
lated problem, but it assumes either that data can be efficiently gathered to where the
analytics happens [46] or that analytics results per cluster can be efficiently collected
during the analytics [45]. Both assumptions are not (at least obviously) plausible, given
millions of updates and requests that DDN needs to handle at scale. In short, we see
a CAP-like conjecture that it is hard for DDN to simultaneously achieve scalability,
responsiveness and data freshness. Thus, a tradeoff is needed, but what is a “good”
tradeoff?
Opportunity: Regressograms. The key to strike a good tradeoff is the scale of aggre-
gation in which DDN control loop must be real-time. Our insight, built on the machine
learning concept of regressogram [49], is that the decision-making of a session de-
pends only on a small group of “similar” sessions (e.g., the best server of a session
can be infered by just looking at “neighboring” sessions who use same WAN path to
each server), and each group is much smaller than the global view but large enough to
avoid data sparsity. Now, if all operations (data collection, storage, and control logic)
for a group are localized to one front-end cluster close to the sessions in the group, we
will simultaneously achieve scalability, responsiveness, and limited yet sufficient data
freshness.

The idea of regressogram can be implemented on top of existing systems [24] with
two changes: (a) a learning algorithm run by the backend cluster to periodically partition
sessions into groups on a relatively coarse timescale; and (b) a redirection service that
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forwards the updates and requests of the same group to the same frontend cluster. The
resulting architecture is similar to Social Hash [52] used in social networks to optimize
hit rate of data retrieval. More broadly, we see a natural synergy between the algorithmic
and architectural aspects of DDN, and the potential of a joint design for DDN controller.

3.4 Control stability

Problem statement: As in other time-delayed control systems [48], feedback delay
will cause unstable behaviors in DDN, which negatively impact quality. Figure 4 uses
trace-driven simulation to show how feedback delay coupled with load effect leads to
oscillations. We consider two CDNs whose quality is extrapolated by real-world dataset
and will degrade when overloaded [40]. Suppose DDN initially assigns most sessions
to CDN1 and, due to feedback delay, DDN will react only after CDN1 is overloaded,
and then switch sessions to CDN2, which again will be overloaded before DDN re-
acts, causing self-inflicted flash crowds and oscillations. Note that simple tricks like
setting cap per CDN does not help, because DDN cannot identify if quality degradation
is caused by its own decisions or not. Many causes can trigger this pathological phe-
nomenon; e.g., when sessions arrive as flash crowd, and when multiple DDN instances
run by different applications [31] or network layers [27, 33] simultaneously shift traffic
between resources.

Though stability has been studied in many traditional network systems (e.g., [21,
47]), control stability has rarely been systematically studied in prior work of DDN.
Opportunity: “Benevolent” feedback delay. While the feedback delay in DDN is in-
evitable (e.g., to reliably measure packet loss rate at least takes several seconds), it is
still possible to achieve stability despite of the feedback delay. One of the findings in
control theory is that introducing positive random delay could sometimes benefit sta-
bility [12], which has found its early applications in network settings (e.g., [33]). We
postulate that similar techniques can also help to stabilize DDN. Finally, to react to flash
crowd in real time, DDN can “bypass” the quality measurement delay by simply mon-
itoring the global workload (e.g., how many sessions are from each city) and available
resources (e.g., how many sessions a CDN can handle).

4 Discussion
We end the paper by generalizing DDN design space, and revisiting epidemic problems
in other DDN-like systems, such as single point of failure and data-driven bias.



4.1 Generalizing DDN design space
The earlier examples of DDN in §2.2 follow a specific deployment model: a logically
centralized architecture within a single application provider (i.e., the data source and
control system are in the same administrative entity). Now, we broaden the design space
along two dimensions.

Degree of federation: Besides the single-provider model that we have seen, DDN
can also be applied to a federated environment, where the DDN controller consolidates
quality of sessions from different providers of the same application (e.g., small video
sites use quality of YouTube sessions) or even of different applications or services (e.g.,
video providers informed by a CDN’s internal server selection strategy [31]). Though
DDN might benefit from having more data sources, it is not always feasible for applica-
tion providers to share data with necessary fidelity or freshness. An exception, however,
is where one company owns multiple applications and can effectively build a federated
DDN within its borders [39]; e.g., Microsoft can use Bing query latency to infer WAN
performance and optimize relay selection for Skype.

Degree of centralization: DDN controller can take a spectrum of degrees of central-
ization, spanning from physically centralized (i.e., in a single backend cluster), logically
centralized (i.e., in globally distributed clusters with control logic driven by a potentially
global view [24]), partially decentralized (i.e., in globally distributed clusters with con-
trol logic driven by a partial view of a subset of sessions, such as per edge AS [51]),
as well as purely decentralized (e.g., each client runs a local control logic that can be
updated based on a multi-session view on a coarse timescale [54]).

The challenges and opportunities outlined in §3 also manifest themselves in these
design points to various degrees. What-if analysis in federated DDN is still challenging,
but with more insights from other providers, the DR estimator might have fewer hidden
features and less modeling bias. With more visibility and controllability, centralized and
federated designs of DDN have less data sparsity and are relatively easier to be stabi-
lized [40], but it will be more challenging for them to scale up and use fresh data. In
addition, the control logic of federated DDN, like in any federated systems, must toler-
ate the uncertainties such as noise and error in the data shared by other providers [31,
15].

4.2 Open issues

Fault tolerance: In a logically centralized architecture, the DDN controller becomes
a single point of failure. First, it is plausible that clients can (possibly unintentionally)
launch a DDoS attack on the DDN backend by flooding control requests or quality
updates. To address it, we can borrow from techniques of other centralized control plat-
forms (e.g., SDN [34]). Second, a client may loose connection with the DDN controller
due to firewall. Note that putting the controller in a highly available cloud will not
address this issue. A promising alternative is the DDN client-side instrumentation auto-
matically falls back to the control logic built into the client-side application (e.g., local
bitrate adaptation of video players [24]) to achieve graceful quality degradation.

Algorithmic bias: Like any data-driven decision-making systems, DDN may suffer
from algorithmic bias. To optimize the overall quality, DDN may use a small ISP, whose



sessions have small room for improvement, to explore suboptimal decisions, while al-
lowing Comcast clients to exploit the optimal decisions, because they have greater room
for improvement or simply because they have paid, which leads to a reverse network
neutrality violation, where application providers discriminate ISPs! Preventing such
bias is hard as data-driven algorithms are often “black box”. These pitfalls make one
wonder whether DDN will systematically hurt part of users. Fortunately, security and
machine learning communities have started to shed light on these issues (e.g., [17, 55]),
which could inspire ideas to prevent bias in DDN.
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